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and so i made this short film. i used to make these little films and i put them out on the internet, on vimeo, and i had a
little website and that was the beginning of it. and i would send them out, and i would say, these are free if youre
interested in watching them. or if you have any friends or people that would be interested in watching them, you can
send it on to them. and so it started to grow. at the time, we still had to make our games with the few pieces of
hardware we had. so the first mac game we made was solar empires, which was this strategy game. it was very
visual. it had a menu screen and the game screen, and you could use the mouse to position your ships. there was a lot
of graphics, and the game was created with hypercard. then we made a couple of games with mosaic, which was the
browser. we had these two games and we sold them as bootlegs. and then we were looking for a way to make a mac
game and there was this new multimedia thing, and you could do video and music with the mac. and so we went
down to the mac demo day, which was held at this place in san francisco, and we showed a game demo to this guy
from macromedia. and he said, i want to know how you do that music thing. and we said, well, we don't know how to
do that yet. and he said, you have to come and work for us. so we did that and he called us wozniak and jobs. and
then we made lemmings for the macintosh. and then we came back to los angeles and made tron. i loved the movie
empire strikes back so much. and i always wanted to do a game that had a story to it. and then we had the mac. it
was like a whole new world. and i went to the mac user group and all these people were there and we just started
talking about games and what we wanted to do. i said, we want to do a star wars game. and they said, yeah, we want
to do one too. so we were just talking about this and we started talking about what kind of things we'd like in a game.
and i said, i'm going to call it blood money. and the name stuck.
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we had a pretty good game that we put on the mac. but we wanted to put a lot more stuff in the game. so we wanted
to use some of this new music and video stuff. we had all these ideas for this game, which i've never told anybody. not

even my wife knows about it. we were going to call it solar empires, but then we realized, wait a minute, we already
made a game called that. but vcrs were making headway in the market as well, even if they were still less expensive
than their laserdisc rivals. and in the early 1980s, the two industries began to make tentative overtures to each other.
in 1980, sveriges television, or svt, began a series of tests to record lectures on video and broadcast them as part of

its experimental educational television service. a year later, svt and the swedish film institute began recording movies
in their theaters, and a year after that, they used a modified vcr to record a version of star wars. svt later broadcast
the star wars recording as a 60-minute program (albeit with extra footage) and sold the tape for $4. it was the first

time a consumer had ever seen star wars on videotape. and while star wars proved the value of videotape in the eyes
of its distributors, it also forced them to grapple with the question of what to do with the hundreds of thousands of

vcrs that existed in america by the early 1980s. vcr sales had skyrocketed after the first advent of videotape, and the
first wave of equipment suppliers had been bankrupted. now, the industry was scrambling to find a use for all those

machines, while consumers were clamoring for more videotapes. 5ec8ef588b
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